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Assessing the toxicity of newly synthesized compounds is crucial for drug development. It is a well-known fact that 

determining toxic doses in animals is a common method of preclinical evaluation. A number of in silico tools are 

developed in the last decade with the purpose to facilitate and reduce costs of preclinical and clinical trials. In silico web 

tools for predicting the toxicity of compounds are rapid and diverse, and we have chosen five free-of-charge tools in order 

to compare their efficacy and to determine the most convenient one according to the data it provides. Since structurally 

modified steroids have proven to be good anticancer agents, many were synthesized and tested for their antiproliferative 

activity in our laboratories. We selected two D-homo lactone derivatives that have shown good activity, 3β,5α,6β-

trihydroxy 1 and 3β,5α-dihydroxy-6β-methoxy derivative 2 and used them as samples in the in silico tools (Figure 1)[1]. 

Compound 1 has shown strong cytotoxicity toward lung cancer cells (A549 IC50 0.99), and compound 2 toward estrogen 
negative breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-231 IC50 3.38). We have compared the values obtained using five different in 

silico web tools for toxicity prediction: StopTox [2], ProTox II [3], Sintelly [4], admetSAR [5], and pkCSM [6]. Apart 

from that, the time required for calculation, the amount, and the form in which data were obtained, were also considered 

in order to determine the most convenient in silico web tool. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Stucture of selected steroidal D-homo lactones 
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